
Abdul� Tandor� Spic� Men�
2 Royal Oak, Ceredigion, United Kingdom

(+44)1239621416 - http://www.abdulstandoorispice.net

On this website, you can find the complete menu of Abduls Tandori Spice from Ceredigion. Currently, there are
18 meals and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What Phil S likes about Abduls Tandori Spice:
Great Indian which, as a visitor to the area, I'd highly recommend. We're all a bit nervous about places we're

unfamiliar with, but don't be. The staff are really welcoming and friendly (as is EVERYONE in Cardigan) and the
food (we had a takeaway) is excellent. A bit different to normal generic Indian restaurants at home (Wirral) and
we can't wait to go again. Top marks! read more. The rooms on site are wheelchair accessible and can also be

used with a wheelchair or physical limitations, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and have
something. What Cobi leigh doesn't like about Abduls Tandori Spice:

We ordered two madras here, one veg and the other chicken. They were so hot, which is fine. However, it just
masked the lack of taste that was in the curries. A very average indian. Even the poppadoms and rice even

tasted bland. Would I order again, probably not. read more. At Abduls Tandori Spice in Ceredigion, a selection of
fine menus with original Indian spices and sides like rice or naan are freshly prepared, On the daily specials
there are also several Asian dishes. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Abduls Tandori

Spice. Anyone who finds the usual and generally known dishes too ordinary can here approach with a
willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients enjoy.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
MARSALA

Lam� & Hähnche�
KORMA

�tr� S�ße�
CHUTNEY

Carn� d� Ma�� - vo� Rin�
MIXED GRILL

Bread� & Ric�
PESHWARI NAAN

Picke� for Yo�
PILAU RICE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
MUSHROOM

CURRY

India�
NAAN

KEEMA NAAN

CHICKEN DARTS

CHICKEN KORMA

Ingredient� Use�
VEGETABLE

POTATOES

CHICKEN

MEAT

RICE
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